
START TEAM BRIEFING 
This is version 2. Changes from the previous version are in green. 
For the latest version see events.orienteering.org.nz/nationals/briefings. 

Thanks 

Thanks so much for volunteering to help out with starts, we really appreciate it! It’s 
quite an intense job as something happens every minute, but the time tends to fly by. 
Please ask if you have any questions and we’ll do our best to help. 

Helen & Will 

Start shifts 

There are two start shifts per event. Please check your shift times on LWE Roster. 
Please check in with the Registration Desk in the event centre when you arrive, then 
(unless they tell you otherwise) head to the start location to be there ten minutes 
before the start of your shift. Bear in mind the walking distances below. 
If you are on the second start shift, please help pack up the start and return gear to 
the event centre afterwards. This is particularly important for the Long Distance. 

Long Distance 

The start is 500m from the event centre along flat tracks.  
The start location is marked with a 2m teardrop flag at the start area and at the start 
of the walking route from the event centre. The start area is long and narrow (along a 
track) and runners will need to line up alongside their map bins in box 4 to set off in 
single file. 

Middle distance 

The start is 1200m from the event centre along flat tracks. There is vehicle access in 
this case and a small number of bikes are available. These are club members’ 
personal bikes so please treat them with respect. 
The start location is marked with a 2m teardrop flag at the start area and at the start 
of the walking route from the event centre. 

Sprint distance 

The sprint event has two start locations, Horowhenua College (HC) and Levin 
Intermediate School (LIS). HC is 900m from the event centre, and LIS is 200m away, 
along roads and footpaths.  
Both start locations are marked with a 2m teardrop flag at the start area. The 
walking routes from the event centre will be signposted. 
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Roles required 

● Start list official: Use start list to check the right runners are entering the start 
box at the current minute. Tick off names, record changed SI numbers. 

● Safety official: Punch all SI cards into Master Check SI box, additional safety 
briefing if required. 

● Control descriptions official: Help with control descriptions (keep tidy etc.) 
● Start line official: Oversee map pickup and integrity of the start. 
● Late start official: Team leader. Process, schedule and record late starters. 
● Gopher: If the start location is remote, handle anything which needs a return to 

the event centre - e.g. fetching and carrying, or medical emergency at the start. 
If the start location isn’t remote, the late start official can cover this. 

If instructed to do something by the event controller of the day, that obviously takes 
precedence over instructions in this briefing. 

START LIST OFFICIAL 
Stands just inside box 1 and admits runners to the start process at the correct time.  

Duties 

1. Check the start list for the current minute (four minutes ahead of the start 
clock). Don’t call out names. 

2. Check the names and SI numbers of the runners presenting themselves as 
starting in the current minute against the start list and write any changes 
against their list entry. 

3. Tick off those runners on the start list. 
4. Refer queries from late starters to the Late Start Official. Do this as quickly as 

possible, so that if there’s more than a minute before the late starter is due to 
start, they can start at the correct time. 

Personal equipment 

● Gloves (optional) and mask (optional). 
● Clipboard 
● Copy of the start list (in by-minute order). 
● Two pens. 

 



SAFETY OFFICIAL 
Stands in box 2 near the entrance and handles safety, in particular the Master Check 
SI box. This is mounted on a control stand at the entrance to box 2. 

Duties 

1. Beckon runners into box 2 on the beep. 
2. Ensure every runner punches the Master Check SI box as they enter box 2. 
3. Give additional safety briefing as specified by the event controller on the day. 

(If something has changed from the printed briefing.) 

Personal equipment 

● Gloves (required) and mask (optional). 
● Master check SI box. (Obtained from computer team during set-up, or from 

previous Safety Official when changing shifts.) 

CONTROL DESCRIPTIONS OFFICIAL 
Stands in box 3 and looks after control descriptions. 

Duties 

1. Beckon runners into box 3 on the beep. 
2. Help runners locate their control descriptions. 
3. Help younger runners if they’re having trouble with their description holder. 
4. Keep control descriptions tidy in quiet moments, to ensure they aren’t mixed 

up. 

Personal equipment 

● Gloves (required) and mask (optional). 

   

 



START LINE OFFICIAL 
Stands in or beside box 4 and starts runners running.  

Duties 

1. Beckon runners into box 4 on the beep. 
2. Direct runners to pick up their map from the correct map box. 
3. Direct runners to check the course code on the map, but otherwise not look at 

the map. 
4. Call runners to the start line on the half-minute, or in the long distance event 

have the runners stand by their map bin. 
5. Direct runners to start on the long beep, i.e. tell them just before the start 

time. 
6. If there is a false start, call runner(s) back and record false start. 

7. When handed a late starter by the Late Start Official, direct that runner to 
punch the Punch Start SI box and start running at an appropriate time (e.g. on 
the half-minute). 

Personal equipment 

● Gloves (optional) and mask (optional). 
● Clipboard and two pens, to record false starts. 

LATE START OFFICIAL 
Sits or stands in the late start area and handles late starters. In most cases we’ll 
provide a desk for this. Leads the team and deals with on-the-day changes. 
If a runner arrives (or is processed in a queue situation) after the time they would be 
called into box 1, but more than one minute before their start time, they are ushered 
quickly through the start process by the late start official and become a normal 
starter. If a runner arrives after this time, they are a late starter. 

Duties 

1. Identify runners arriving late but more than one minute before their start time. 
a. Usher them immediately through the start process to the box they 

would be in if they were on time.  
b. Ensure the runner follows the start processes in boxes they pass 

through.  
c. In particular they must punch the Master Check SI box in box 2. 

2. Identify late starters and record their arrival time on the paper copy. 
3. Find a start time for a late starter. 

 



a. Either the next gap in the start list, or when all runners in the current 
grade have started. 

b. Check with the event controller for details. 
4. Explain to the late starter that they must punch the Punch Start SI box in box 

4. 
5. Explain that the adjusted start time may not be approved by the controller. 
6. Usher the late starter to the following via the late start lane: 

a. Master Check SI box in box 2. 
b. Control descriptions in box 3. 

7. Hand the runner off to the Start Line Official in box 4. 
8. Minimise impact on other runners and start officials. 
9. After pack up, return Clear and Check boxes and 2 annotated start lists (from 

Start Line Official and Late Start Official) to the computer team. 

Personal equipment 

● Gloves (optional) and mask (optional).. 
● Clipboard. 
● Two copies of the start list (in by minute order and surname order). 
● Two pens. 

GOPHER 
Communicate between the start location and computer team, controller, or other 
people as appropriate. Only required if the start location is remote. If the start 
location is in or adjacent to the arena, the Late Start Official can cover these duties. 

Duties 

1. Keep in contact with the Event Centre as required. 
2. Inform the controller and first aid tent of any accident or illness at the start 

location.  
3. After last starts and late volunteer starts (allow 15 minutes from the last start 

time on the start list) return the Master Check and Punch Start SI boxes to the 
computer team ASAP. 

4. Anything else which comes up. 

Personal equipment 

● Walkie-talkie. 
● Gloves (optional) and mask (optional). 

 



IDEAL START LAYOUT 

 
 

 



LONG DISTANCE START LAYOUT 

 

 


